Jurisdiction Name: Quebec

Effective Date: March, 2016

Size of cab card: 8 ½" x 11"

Type and color of paper: White and green (2 green parts: one part used to write down the name of the jurisdictions, the weight requested and the number of axles of Quebec. In the second part under the first green part, you will find the carrier’s name and address, owner-operator’s name if the case is, the complete description of the vehicle, VIN, make, model, year, unladen weight, fuel, axles of the power unit, combined axles and information on the number of seats on a bus.

Security features on the cab card (state seal, water marks, etc.): Quebec Seal

Is there a bar code on the cab card? No

Are all the contents required under Plan Section 610 indicated on the cab card? Yes

Is there contact information indicated on the cab card for validation by law enforcement? Yes

Formatting (ex: placement of state seals, bar codes, etc.): Quebec Seal bottom right

Are original cab cards required to be carried in or on the vehicles? No. Copies are acceptable and are required to be carried in the motor vehicle.

Are cab cards provided as an electronic image? Yes

Additional information or description: N/A